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havior and optical properties of
isotactic polypropylene filled with a-nucleating
agents of multilayered distribution
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Isotactic polypropylene (iPP)-based multilayered composites containing alternating layers of pure iPP and

a-nucleating agents (a-NAs)-filled iPP (aPP) were fabricated through layer-multiplying co-extrusion

technology. With the manipulation of layer number, a tunable multilayered distribution of a-NAs was

achieved and its effect on the crystallization behavior and optical properties of iPP was investigated.

When the thickness of an individual iPP layer, which is equal to the distance between adjacent aPP

layers, was large, the crystallization process of iPP was governed by homogeneous nucleation, although

the crystallization of areas near the layer interfaces was induced by a-NAs. As a result, most iPP formed

big spherulites thus a poor clarity. By decreasing the layer thickness via multiplying the layer number, the

nucleation of iPP was gradually transformed from a homogeneous mode to a heterogeneous mode

because of the more and more strong influence of aPP layers on the crystallization process of adjacent

iPP layers. Consequently, iPP exhibited similar crystallization behavior compared with aPP. The polarized

optical microscopy results further demonstrated that the size of spherulites in iPP was significantly

reduced with the increase of layer number, which contributed to the enhancement of transmittance and

decline of haze. Accordingly, this work developed a novel approach to tailor the crystallization behavior

and optical properties of iPP.
1 Introduction

Materials capable of crystallizing are extremely attractive
because their properties can be optimized via manipulation of
the crystallization progress.1–5 As one of the most widely applied
semicrystalline polymers, isotactic polypropylene (iPP)
possesses several extraordinary properties involving good
mechanical properties, excellent chemical and moisture resis-
tance, versatile processability and low cost. However, the
inherent large spherulites in common iPP always lead to an
opacity, which has been regarded as the major obstacle for
realizing applications with the requirement of high trans-
parency.6–9 Hence, a great deal of effort has been made to
modify its transparency.

It appears from the existing literature that several
approaches could be adopted to optimize the optical property of
iPP via controlling its crystallization behavior, mainly including
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increasing the fraction of amorphous phase by chemical
synthesis, destroying spherulite texture by hot or cold stretch-
ing, and reducing the size of spherulites by inclusion of a-
nucleating agents (a-NAs).10–13 Among them, incorporation of a-
NAs is the most effective methodology for endowing iPP with
transparency. Some papers have reported that a large reduction
of haze occurs in iPP lled with only 0.1–1.0 wt% a-NAs.14,15

Besides, the optical properties of iPP/a-NAs composites are also
signicantly inuenced by the distribution of a-NAs.16,17 For
instance, Tenma et al. produced injection-molded poly-
propylene with sorbitol-based clarier which can be self-
assembly into bril by adjusting the applied ow eld and
thermal history. It was found that the bril-like a-NAs could
induce more tiny spherulites formed, giving a distinct
enhancement of transparency.18,19 In another work, Kobayashi
et al. achieved brous distribution of a-NAs by using 1,3:2,4-bis-
O-(p-methylbenzylidene)-D-sorbitol with self-assembling ability,
and successfully developed highly transparent iPP.20 Accord-
ingly, the conned distribution of a-NAs in iPP such as forming
needle or bril can always optimize the nucleating efficiency
thus the clarity.

As another special approach for achieving conned ller
distribution, the multilayered structure has attracted tremen-
dous academic attention in the last decades. Particularly, the
emergence of layer-multiplying co-extrusion technology, which
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can enable the construction of multilayered structure to be
more efficient and controllable, brings mass enthusiasm for
developing superior properties via multilayered distribution of
llers.21 Many reports have stated that multilayered distribution
of llers exhibited more efficient for modication compared
with the random state, that has been applied to prepare
composites with outstanding mechanical, electrical, dielectric,
barrier, and optical performances.22–29 However, few studies
focusing on the relationship between multilayered distribution
of a-NAs and optical properties of iPP are concerned, as far as
we know.

In this study, the multilayered distribution of a-NAs was
realized by fabrication of multilayered composites containing
alternating iPP and a-NAs-lled iPP (aPP) layers through layer-
multiplying co-extrusion technology. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the distribution of a-NAs was tailored by changing the number
of layers and its effect on the crystallization behaviors and
optical properties of iPP was researched schematically. This
work rstly related the optical properties of iPP to the multilayer
distribution of a-NAs and provided a potential route to fabricate
iPP products with tunable transparency.
2 Experimental
2.1 Materials

The iPP homopolymer (F401) with a melt index of 3.0 g/10 min
(230 �C, 2.16 kg) and a density of 0.91 g cm�3, was purchased
from Yangzi Petrochemical Company Ltd (China). The number-
and weight-average molecular weight measured by gel perme-
ation chromatography (GPC, PL-220) at 150 �C were 5.0� 105 and
Fig. 1 Schematic of layer-multiplying coextrusion system: (A) single s
(LMEs); (D) rolling and cooling block; (E) multilayered extrudate.
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1.4 � 105, respectively. The polydispersity was 2.9. The a-nucle-
ating agent (trade name: T5688) was one of sorbitol derivatives
and supplied by Xin Hua Plastic Co., Ltd, Dong Guan, China.
2.2 Specimen preparation

The iPP and a-NAs were dried in an oven at 80 �C for 8 h before
melt processing. Prior to the layer-multiplying coextrusion, aPP
pellets containing 0.7 wt% a-NAs were prepared using a twin-
screw extruder. Subsequently, the iPP/aPP multilayered
composites were prepared using the layer-multiplying coex-
trusion system, the fabrication progress of which has been
described previously.30 In this work, the 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-, and 32-
layer iPP/aPP multilayered materials were fabricated with 0, 1,
2, 3, 4 layer multiplying elements (LMEs). The temperature
prole of the extruder from hopper to die was set as follow: 160,
200, 205, 200 �C, and the temperature of the coextrusion block
and LMEs was set at 200 �C. The thickness ratio of iPP and aPP
layers was set at 3 : 2 by controlling the feed speed of the two
extruders, and the total thickness of each composite was
maintained at 1.0 mm. By calculation, the content of a-NAs in
the whole iPP/PN multilayered composites was �0.3 wt%.
2.3 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

The non-isothermal and isothermal crystallization behaviors of
the iPP/aPP multilayered composites were examined by differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC, Q20, TA Instrument Co., USA)
under a nitrogen atmosphere. For non-isothermal crystalliza-
tion, samples of 6–8 mg were heated to 200 �C and maintained
for 5 min to eliminate thermal history. Subsequently, the
crew extruder; (B) coextrusion block; (C) layer-multiplying elements
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Fig. 2 DSC cooling curves of the iPP/aPP multilayered composites.
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samples were cooled down to 80 �C at a cooling rate of
10 �C min�1. The cooling curves were recorded. The rst
melting procedure of the isothermal crystallization tests was the
same with the non-isothermal crystalline process. Aer erasing
the heat history, the samples were cooled down to 133 �C at
a cooling rate of 50 �C min�1 and maintained this temperature
to crystalline completely.
2.4 Polarized optical microscopy (POM)

The polarized optical microscopy (POM) observation was per-
formed on an Olympus BX51 polarizing microscope equipped
with an attached camera and a heating cell. A thin slice about 15
mm in thickness was obtained by a microtome from each
extrudate along the extrusion direction. For recording the
spherulite growth process, each specimen was rst heated to
200 �C at a rate of 10 �C min�1, and held at 200 �C for 5 min to
eliminate heat history. Then, the samples were rapidly cooled
Fig. 3 Relative crystallinity as a function of time for the iPP/aPP
multilayered composites.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
down to 133 �C and maintained at this temperature to crystal-
line completely. The spherulitic morphology in specimen
during crystallization was recorded by a camera.
2.5 Optical properties characterization

The transmittance and haze of each iPP/aPP multilayered
materials were investigated by a transmittance/haze measuring
machine (Shanghai Precision Instrument Co., China). At least of
three specimens for each sample were tested and the average
value was calculated.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Crystallization behaviors

The non-isothermal crystallization behaviors of the iPP/aPP
multilayered materials was rst investigated by conducting DSC
experiments, and the cooling curves were recorded in Fig. 2. The
crystallization of multilayered extrudates exhibited strong
dependence on layer number (N). When N was 2, there were two
distinct crystallization peaks with crystallization temperature (Tc)
respectively locating at about 120 and 132 �C: the higher one
belonged to aPP because of the heterogeneous nucleation effect
induced by a-NAs; the lower one belonged to iPP in which
homogeneous nucleation dominated the crystallization process,
meaning that the a-NAs have little inuence on the crystallization
behavior of the thick iPP layers. By increasing the layer number
just from 2 to 4, the two crystallization peaksmoved close to each
other and the low temperature crystallization peak tended to
disappear. This revealed that the formation of richer interfaces
can reinforce the crystallization inducing effect of nucleating
agents dispersed in aPP layers on their adjacent iPP layers.
Moreover, the specimen with a larger N than 8 exhibited only one
crystallization peak and a Tc close to that of aPP, further indi-
cating that a transformation from homogeneous to heteroge-
neous nucleation might occur in the crystallization progress of
iPP with increasing N.
Fig. 4 Avrami plots of the iPP/aPP multilayered composites.
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Table 1 Avrami exponent n for iPP/aPP multilayered composites

Layer number 2 4 8 16 32
n 1.4, 4.0 1.4, 3.5 1.9 2.1 1.9
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In order to further provide an insight into the relationship
between multilayered distribution of a-NAs and crystalliza-
tion behaviors of iPP, the isothermal crystallization of spec-
imens was also investigated using DSC. Fig. 3 depicts the
evolution of relative crystallinity (Xt) with time for the iPP/aPP
multilayered composites isothermally crystallized at 133 �C
aer elimination of thermal history. It can be clearly seen
that the curves shied to the le with the enhancement of N,
demonstrating that specimens with larger N cost less time to
nish crystallization. It is well established that the crystalli-
zation rate with heterogeneous nucleation is faster than that
with homogeneous nucleation.31 Thus, the accelerated crys-
tallization of the sample possessing larger N is well associ-
ated with the view proposed above that the crystallization
progress of iPP would be gradually governed by heteroge-
neous nucleation instead of homogeneous nucleation with
increasing N.

Besides, the crystallization kinetics of specimens related to N
were analyzed by the known Avrami model. The double loga-
rithmic form of Avrami equation is expressed as:32

log[�ln(1 � Xt)] ¼ n log t + log k

where Xt is the relative crystallinity at time (t), n and k represent
the Avrami exponent and crystallization rate constant, respec-
tively. Generally, n as the slope of linear tting from the plot of
log[�ln(1 � Xt)] versus log t refers to the nucleation mode of
crystallization, and the n value of homogeneous nucleation is
usually larger than that of heterogeneous nucleation as the
spherulites grow under the same dimensional space.33 Fig. 4
Fig. 5 POM pictures of the multilayered iPP/aPP samples with different
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displays the Avrami plots of iPP/aPP multilayered composites
isothermally crystallized at 133 �C, and the corresponding n
values were calculated and recorded in Table 1. The iPP/aPP
multilayered composites with small N exhibited Avrami curves
with two linear regions, thus had two n values referring to the
distinct nucleation types. The one larger than 3 should be
associated with the homogeneous nucleation of iPP layers, and
the lower one should represent the heterogeneous nucleation of
aPP layers.34 This phenomenon was attributed to that the a-NAs
in aPP layers had little inuence on the crystallization of iPP
layers with a large thickness, so that the iPP and aPP layers
crystallized with homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation
respectively. By enlarging N, the plots became linear and had
a single n value, further reinforcing the conclusion that narrow
distance between aPP layers induced the disappearance of
homogeneous nucleation in iPP layers and encouraged the
whole extrudates to exhibit a similar crystallization behavior to
that of aPP.

As discussed above, the multilayered distribution of a-NAs
can result in distinct crystallization behavior of iPP by manip-
ulation of layer number. Thus, it is reasonable to deduce that
the spherulitic morphology in the iPP/aPP multilayered
composites should change with the evolution of N. Fig. 5
displays the POM images of the iPP/aPP multilayered speci-
mens. For the specimen with small N, numerous tiny spheru-
lites nucleated from the a-NAs were homogeneously dispersed
in the aPP layers, while a sandwich structure of tiny spherulites/
large spherulites/tiny spherulites was clearly observed in the iPP
layers such as in the 2-layer sample. This suggested that a-NAs
only inuenced the area of the iPP located at the layer inter-
faces, however, the central region of the iPP layers was still
controlled by homogeneous nucleation. With the increase of N,
the homogeneous nucleation region of iPP got narrower and
nally disappeared, replaced by the tiny spherulites. As a result,
the specimen with a large N presented a crystal morphology like
that observed in the conventional aPP.
layer numbers.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 6 POM images of the 4-layer iPP/aPP multilayered material isothermally crystallized at 133 �C. Scale bar: 50 mm.
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POM equipped with a heating cell was further applied to get
a clear observation of the effect of N on the crystal growth of the
iPP/aPP multilayered materials. As concluded above, the
materials with large N could instantaneously complete crystal-
lization accompanied with the formation of numerous tiny
spherulites when the temperature drops down to Tc of 133 �C.
Therefore, Fig. 6 only presents the isothermally crystallized
process at 133 �C of the 4-layer specimen with large layer
thickness. Upon cooling, the aPP layers rst crystallized
because of the heterogeneous nucleation effect induced by a-
NAs and were crammed immediately by tiny spherulites.
Meanwhile, the region of iPP around the interfaces which was
inuenced by the a-NAs also crystallized accompanied with the
formation of tiny spherulites, forming an ambiguous interface
between iPP and aPP layer. As time progressed, large spheru-
lites gradually appeared in the central region of the iPP layers
and the growth of each spherulite was terminated by the other.
This further demonstrates that the a-NAs in aPP layers has little
inuence on the crystallization of iPP layers (especially the
central region) in the specimen with a small N.
Fig. 7 (a) Transmittance and (b) haze for the iPP/aPP multilayered comp

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
3.2 Optical properties

Considering that the spherulite size of iPP was reduced with the
increase of N, the optical properties of the whole iPP/aPP
multilayered composites should be simultaneously tuned. Fig. 7
displays the inuence of N on the transmittance and haze of the
iPP/aPP multilayered composites. When the N value was larger
than 8, the transmittance greatly increased and the haze
dramatically declined, which meant enhanced transparency.

The light transmitting mechanisms of the iPP/aPP multi-
layered composites with different N were also schematically
illustrated in Fig. 8. When the iPP layers were thick, the crys-
tallization of iPP layers was barely affected by a-NAs, nally
creating large and perfect spherulites. Most incident lights
would be scattered by the big spherulites, leading to the dete-
riorated transmittance and enhanced haze. On the contrast, the
diminishing distance between the adjacent aPP layers would
strengthen the heterogeneous nucleating effect of a-NAs on the
iPP layers, inducing the formation of tiny spherulites. The light
can directly pass through the whole extrudates because of the
tiny spherulites in both iPP and aPP layers, thus, a transparent
iPP based material was successfully developed.
osites.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 387–393 | 391



Fig. 8 Schematic of light passing through the iPP/aPP multilayered materials.
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4 Conclusions

The well-conned multilayered distribution of a-NAs in iPP was
achieved by layer-multiplying co-extrusion technology. The
crystallization behaviors and optical properties of the iPP/aPP
multilayered composites showed signicant dependence on the
layer number. At a low layer number, the thick iPP layers crys-
tallized with homogeneous nucleation because of the little
effect induced by a-NAs, leading to the formation of big
spherulites and a poor clarity. By decreasing the layer thickness
with multiplication of layer number, the crystallization of iPP
gradually changed from homogeneous nucleation to heteroge-
neous nucleation, and there were nally only tiny spherulites
formed in the whole specimen. With respect to that the light
scattering could be weaken by tiny spherulites, the iPP/aPP
multilayered composites with thin iPP layers possessed an
enhanced transparency. This work rstly related the optical
performance to the multilayered distribution of a-NAs and
provided a promising route to fabricate iPP with tunable light
transmittance performances.
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